
 

  
  

 

 

 
 

 
 
 Course Title : Management Development  for Engineers, Technologist , Technicians, 
Electricians, Boiler Makers , Artisans and Scientists  

Course Overview 

The development training is focused on Management development needs of technical people such as 
engineers, technologists, scientists and technicians. Young engineers often find themselves in the 
control of people and resources soon after they start their careers. Some may find themselves in a 
supervisory/management position or in an entrepreneurial role much sooner than they would have 
imagined. Most engineers cannot escape involvement in commercial or administrative dealings with 
customers, suppliers, contractors, accountants and managers.  

GNBI research has found out that many engineering academic programmes include subjects such as 
communication, administration, supervision and management. However, these subjects take a small 
percentage of engineering or natural sciences programmes and in many cases are optional or excluded. 
It is suicidal and irresponsible not to introduce engineering, technicians, and natural science students 
to the business environment. 

This programme has identified the need for a management short course that targets the specific 
needs of engineers, technicians, artisans, and natural sciences workers. Most of the management short 
courses in the market are designed for professionals and learners in the management and commerce 
environment. These courses are too detailed to suit the engineering programmes, where focus is on 
technical subjects and a small proportion on management. 

This short course introduces technical people to various management and related issues. The course 
will help engineers, supervisors, artisans, technicians and natural scientists become better in their 
fields. 

Audience 

1. Midlevel and senior managers with functional or general management responsibilities 
2. C-level Engineering executives with broad strategy responsibilities and an understanding of business 

or operational needs in a modern environment 
3. Founders and owners of mid-size Engineering organizations, particularly those connected with a 

larger platform player. 
4. Artisans in construction, infrastructure development sector 



 

  
  

 

5. Technicians such as electricians, boiler makers, tool makers, plumbers, motor mechanics  
6. Engineers in all fields 
7. Technologists and natural scientists 

Programme Structure 
The three week short course is structured to cover the following modules. 

Module 1: The Environment in which Technical people work 

The aim of this module is to provide information on the environment in which engineers, technologists, 
technicians, artisans, Plumbers, and scientists practise their professions. It also provides a framework that 
may assist the participants in putting the content of the rest of this short course. 

This module will : 

v Define, the engineer, technologist and scientist  
v Examine the role of engineers in society,  
v Engineering skills and knowledge 
v Engineers as project managers, executives and supervisors 
v The organisational and other life cycles 
v The world views of engineers, technologists and scientists 

Module 2: Principles of General management 

This module introduces the engineering, technologists and scientists in the field of management.  

The module will examine the following; 

v Management 
v Planning function 
v Organising function 
v Controlling function 
v Leadership 
v Empowerment and self -managing work teams 
v Application of general management principles when managing projects 

Module 3 : Human resource management 

The aim of this module is  to gain an understanding of the human resource management process. The Engineering 
managers must be able to implement human resource activities for their specific group of employees. Every 
engineer’s human resource actions can have major consequences for his or her company.  

The following aspects will be covered under this module; 

v Human resource planning 
v Recruitment 
v Selection 



 

  
  

 

v Training and development 
v Performance management 

Module 4: Managing People and Teams. 

The ability to manage people is an essential skill for all engineers in the modern business environment. 
Engineers must be able to establish and maintain sound human relations in the work place in order to 
achieve project and organisational goals. They should have necessary skills and knowledge to handle 
conflict and the ability to enhance effective teamwork. The focus of this module is to build important 
skills needed to manage people effectively. 

The following will be covered: 

v Human relations 
v Sound human relations 
v Conflict 
v Teamwork 
v Diversity management 

Module 5 : Business and Technology Strategy 

Scientists, engineers , technicians and technologists may believe that strategy and strategic management 
are not for them. In today’s technological development and innovation. Engineers, technicians and 
technologist need to update technologies, maintain and come with innovative methods in product 
development. It is the scientific professional’s role to ensure technologies are developed, maintained or 
replaced in the most effective manner. In strategic planning, it is of paramount importance that the 
inputs of the technological professional are incorporated into the process. 

The following topics are covered in this section: 

v What is strategic management 
v Strategy 
v Primary determinants of strategy 
v Strategic management 
v Benefits of strategic management 
v Strategic planning and strategic thinking 
v Strategic planning model 

Module 6 : Engineering Contracts and Law 

This module introduces the participants to the general principles of the law of contract , and to apply 
these principles to engineering and construction contracts.  

The following topics will be covered: 



 

  
  

 

v Obligations, the concept of contract and requirements for validity 
v Performance, personal rights, creditors and debtors 
v Agreement 
v Circumstances affecting consensus 
v Contractual capacity 
v Formalities 
v Terms of a contract 
v Interpretation of contracts 
v Breach of contracts 
v Remedies for breach of contract 
v The transfer and termination of obligations arising from a contract 

Module 7 : An introduction to health and Safety Management 

The aim of this module is to introduce you to safety management as it is applied in an industrialised 
environment.   

The following topics will be covered: 

v Theory and concepts 
v Safety and the law 
v Ethics 
v System safety 
v Safety Audits 
v Risk assessments and risk management 
v Accident investigations 
v Occupational healthy hazards  

Module 8: The Engineer , User of Information and Communication Systems 

New information and knowledge can change our perceptions, views and lives. They influence the way 
managers plan and organise. They are the basis of innovation , growth and the advancement of humans 
and countries. This module aims to provide an overview of the use of information and communication 
technology by engineers in the various activities they may be involved in. The use of information technology 
to improve decision making, products and services, process efficiencies and competitiveness is emphasised. 

The following topics will be covered; 

v Data, information and knowledge 
v Information needs and responsibilities 
v Information system building blocks 
v Uses, advantages and disadvantages of  information systems 
v IT in design and product development 



 

  
  

 

v IT in production and manufacturing 
v ICT in engineering management 
v Engineers and the Internet 

 

Module 9: Marketing for Technical People 

The aim of this module is to introduce the participants to the principles of marketing and explain the role 
of technical people in the management process. Technical people are mostly involved in the marketing of 
industrial products and intellectual property rather than the marketing of end-user products and services. 
In this module delegates/ participants will be introduced to a number of marketing principles, the role of 
technical people in the marketing process and some of the issues related to the marketing of technology. 

The following topics will be covered: 

v The role of marketing 
v The role of technical people in the marketing process 
v Customer satisfaction and profitable customer relationships 
v Marketing principles 
v Marketing new products 
v The customer -decision making process 

Module 10 : Total Quality Management. 

The aim of this module is to introduce participants to the basic principles of total quality 
management(TQM). After the completion of this module delegates will be able to understand the 
seven fundamental principles of total quality management. Furthermore, participants will be able to 
apply the total quality management principles, practices and techniques to manufacturing and service 
organisations. 

The module will cover the following topics: 

v Case study  
v The voice of the customer 
v Employees’ involvement in quality improvement 
v Continuously strive for zero defect 
v Design and build quality into the product/ service 
v Focus on the process 
v Suppliers are partners in quality 
v Quality is free 
v The ISO quality system standards  



 

  
  

 

Module 11: An overview of Environmental Management and Sustainable Development Concepts for 
management Practices 

The aim of this module is to introduce participants to the subject of environmental management and 
sustainable development, and its integration with normal management practices. After completion of this 
module, the participants will be able to explain the role of engineers, technologists and scientists in 
improving sustainability performance through technological innovations. 

The module will cover the following topics: 

v Sustainability concerns and the move towards sustainable development 
v Sustainable development and its influence on business and industry 
v Changes in business practices towards meeting the sustainability challenge 
v The importance of ISO 14000 and EMS standards for normal management practices 
v Environmental auditing 
v Environmental accounting 
v Environmental risk assessment 
v Life cycle assessment 
v Life cycle engineering 
v ELA as the only mandatory tool under environmental legislation 

Module 12 : Principles of Project management 

This module is aimed at developing the participants’ understanding of major project management. 

The module covers the following topics: 

v Project definition 
v Project stakeholders 
v The project life cycle 
v Integrative project management 
v The work break down structure as a consolidated management framework 
v Project Time management  
v The nature of costs 
v Cost volume profit (CVP) analysis 
v Cost estimating and cost evaluation 
v Time value of money concept 
v Project selection 

Training methodologies 



 

  
  

 

The training will be delivered in an interactive participant based approach. A variety of training 
techniques will be applied which include; presentations, group activities, case studies, self-assessment 
exercises , games, role plays and thought provoking discussions. 

 
Detailed Programme  Dates 

Work shop One 1 April – 16 April 2019 

Workshop Two 1 July – 16 July 2019 

Workshop Three 9 September- 24 September 2019 

Workshop Four 2 December – 17 December 2019 

Price Per Person  $ 3 880 Vat Included . The amount will cover pick up from OR Tambo Airport, 
daily pick up from the hotel to training, lunch and tea break.  

Accommodation $ 1000  for 18 nights including bed and breakfast 

 


